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Recap

• Building on lecture in NoBIAS Onboarding week

• Ethical decision making in the individual NoBIAS
research projects

• Various ethical decision points arise in any 
research, often in connection with data used



Intro: Research ethics

The research must not cause harm or disadvantages to anyone 
(physical or psychological)

• What should we do and why?

• What are the consequences for others / for society?



Informed consent

• Participation in studies must be voluntary

• Participation must be „informed“, i.e. information 
about the goals and methods of the research must 
be supplied (who, what, how)

• Participants have a right to control their personal 
information, i.e. must be able to withdraw consent

• Personal data can only be recorded and processed 
with participants‘ consent



Privacy

• Anonymisation of reserach data to ensure that
particpants‘ privacy is protected



Research ethics in the social age

The emergence of new technologies often leads 
to conceptual gaps in how we think about ethical 
problems, and how we address them



Privacy

• Presumption that because subjects make information 
available online, they do not have an expectation of privacy

• Assumes no harm could come to subjects if data is already 
“public”

But: 
• contextual nature of 

sharing
• users may not be aware of 

how public content is
• old dichotomy of 

public/private does not 
always apply in today’s 
networked-data society



Anonymization

• Anonymization difficult or impossible to achieve
with e.g. social media data

• Very easy to find out many things about people
from very little information

• Let‘s try this… 



• Often anonymization is very easily possible, 
but…

• A focus on privacy no longer necessarily helps 
to address important ethical concerns, or may 
even hide important issues



Consent

• Because something is shared online or available 
without a password, the author is not 
‘consenting’ to it being harvested for research
– Clicking OK to ToS is not ‘informed consent’

• We must recognize that a user making 
something public online has specific 
assumptions and expectations about who can 
access data (and how, why, for what)



• It is no longer important to know who exactly you are, it 
is important to have information so that you can, for 
example, offer personalized services and advertising

• Without knowledge of the legal real world identity 
problematic practices of controlling and monitoring (or 
at least the attempts to do so) are applied

• It has become possible to draw various conclusions 
about the individual that could not be known before in 
the absence of identifiability (e.g. personalization)



• Furthermore, it is possible to infer from the 
characteristics of some to those of others, whose 
consent to research is then no longer necessary, if only 
the sampling bias can be addressed

• A focus on increasingly sophisticated privacy preserving 
methods holds therefore not only little promise, but 
may even obscure the real problems

• Focus should rather be on the purposes for which 
different data practices are used



“Where, for example, anonymizing data, adopting 
pseudonyms, or granting or withholding consent 
makes no difference to outcomes for an 
individual, we had better be sure that the 
outcomes in question can be defended as morally 
and politically legitimate.” 

(Barocas, Solon & Helen Nissenbaum: Big Data’s End Run around 
Anonymity and Consent” In: Book of Anonymity, edited by Anon 
Collective. Milky Way, Earth: punctum books (2021), p. 116-141.)





• Data-generating systems are designed and 
implemented to generate and hold very specific 
data that are not originally designed to be used 
as research data

• By using internet platform data, we also 
become complicit in such platforms’ 
surveillance and in business practices that aim 
to generate value out of data



Response-ability

• Ethics of ‘response-ability’ (Haraway 2008)
• Responsibility toward the researcher’s world 
• A researcher’s capacity and willingness to be 

moved, in both the affective and kinesthetic sense 
(Latour 2004)

• A practice of making oneself available to respond 
without knowing ahead of time which phenomena 
will call one’s attention or what form the response 
should take

Martin, Aryn, Natasha Myers, and Ana Viseu. "The politics of care in technoscience." 

Social Studies of Science 45.5 (2015): 625-641.



Response-ability

• Not closing oneself off from research subjects

• No research at a distance

Research ethics as something that cannot be 
“outsourced”



AoIR guidelines

“guidelines rather than a code of practice so that 
ethical research can remain flexible, be responsive 
to diverse contexts, and be adaptable to 
continually changing technologies.” 

https://aoir.org/ethics/









Group Work in Google Doc

GROUP 1 (A-K)

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1O42kTHPKqfDZQaTCqJVxoq-
GC4Dnh5Opj55DN_RrpxA/edit?usp=sharing

GROUP 2 (L-Z)

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1As-
7n35m_KcuZMinSjuHkNsVriWh96AGedPdNNQVOSU/edit?usp=sharing

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1O42kTHPKqfDZQaTCqJVxoq-GC4Dnh5Opj55DN_RrpxA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1As-7n35m_KcuZMinSjuHkNsVriWh96AGedPdNNQVOSU/edit?usp=sharing
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